TOW COUPLINGS

Safety first
FOR LOGGING TRANSPORTER, MORELAND HOLDINGS, ANY ADDITIONAL
SAFETY FEATURES THAT CAN BE ADDED INTO ITS TRAILERS IS A BONUS –
AND THE COMPANY’S NEW PBS LEVEL 2B A-DOUBLE ROAD TRAIN TRAILER
COMBINATION IS NO EXCEPTION.
A family owned logging transport company

says Kelvin, admitting he has wanted to

along with four onboard scales, automatic

based in Mount Gambier, South Australia,

load binders, folding front guards to

Moreland Holdings operates throughout

add something like this into the fleet for
several years.

the Green Triangle region and has been in

“In terms of manoeuvrability, it has the

the entire trailer, and a fifth wheel and

business for over 35 years.

same tracking as a 26-metre B-Double,

Rockinger couplings from JOST.

Transport manager, Kelvin Moreland,

despite the extra four metres in length. It

Moreland Holdings has been using JOST

who now runs the company alongside

turns so beautifully.”

fifth wheels for many years, but this is

his two brothers David and Craig, says

Kennedy Trailers has provided eight

the first trailer in the fleet to be fitted

that the addition of a new A-Double

B-Double trailers to Moreland Holdings,

with the company’s Rockinger couplings.

road train trailer combination, built by

but this is the first A-Double logging trailer

“We’ve used plenty of JOST’s fifth wheels.

Kennedy Trailers, will provide significant

to be built by the East Gippsland based

They are my preferred choice. They’re

improvements to productivity. While other

trailer manufacturer. In order to meet PBS

virtually bulletproof and we’ve never had

trailers in the 33-strong fleet are capable

criteria, it has also been manufactured so

an issue with them. The aftersales service

of carrying up to 45 tonne, the newest

that the static rollover threshold is always

has also been great,” says Kelvin. “So

addition to the business will be able to

maintained for added safety.

when Kennedy Trailers recommended the

carry 62 tonne. “It’s almost a third in extra

The A-Double has been fitted with EBS

Rockinger coupling for the new A-Double,

payload – the same sort of benefit that

braking, which Kelvin says has been

we were really happy with the choice.

was achieved by being able to go from

a major step forward in safety and is

Rockinger is what Kennedy Trailers uses

a single to a double trailer years ago,”

particularly important with logging trailers,

and recommends.”

JOST sensor technology.

constrain the logs, work lights around

Kennedy Trailers has been a customer of

as a major advantage. “We want all of the

JOST’s for over 15 years. “The product has

safety features we can get on our trailers,”

always been very good. The service has

he says. “If a coupling is not connected

always been very good. And the back-up

correctly, this system will alert the driver

has always been very good. If you can

immediately in the cab. If something

strike a great working relationship with a

comes loose or someone tampers with

company, then it’s a really good thing.”

the coupling while the trailer is parked,

According to Garry Kennedy, Kennedy

the driver is alerted straight away. This

Trailers Managing Director, Rockinger is a

is the first time we’ve implemented the

really simple to operate coupling. “They’re

sensor technology in our fleet but we are

very fail-safe. The ones used on this

definitely looking to add it to other vehicles

Fast Fact

A-Double feature sensor technology so the

too.”

• Rockinger couplings are ideally

driver can always monitor if the coupling

In addition to the safety sensor on the

suited to the Australian market,

is properly connected. It’s the first time

coupling, the JOST fifth wheel also

couplings suit Pig trailers, Dog

we’ve included this technology on one of

incorporates an added safety feature, in

our trailers. Rockinger couplings are very

the form of a connection monitor that is

well made and the automatic connection is

fitted on the dolly.

really effective but there is always the risk

Looking ahead, Moreland Holdings is

of human error. Though uncommon, there

hoping to add more of these A-Doubles by

is that really small risk that a trailer could

Kennedy Trailers in the near future.

trailers and Road-train applications.
• Up to 2.5T download and 285kN
D-Value.
• Rotating locking pin for reduced
and even wear.
• Reinforced funnel.

come adrift if the operator hasn’t properly

• Easy to reach and operate handle

connected the coupling, and then all hell

design .
• Future proof, ready for upgrade kits.

would break loose. The safety sensor adds
an extra degree of safety.”
Kelvin also sees the new sensor technology
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Contact
JOST Australia
Unit 1/6 Rosberg Road
Wingfield SA 5013
Ph: (08) 8260 4055
Web: www.jostaustralia.com.au
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